UDL - Unilift

The individual solution for more independence

The Original UNILIFT offers nearly unlimited options and has been used successfully worldwide for years. The UNILIFT system consists of various rails, curves, and traverses. It is mounted permanently on the ceiling or wall, to individually fit the dimensions of any room. The components of the system are expandable and match up perfectly. Adjustable switches on the ceiling rails enable patients to move to different rooms on one floor using the lift. These systems have been thoroughly designed, and represent the state of the art in safety technology. Thus, persons with walking impairments can use the lift and the electric motor to move from the bed to the bath or toilet without any problem.

In addition, the UNILIFT eliminates the uncomfortable, sometimes painful, transfer using different lift systems – which is often possible only with the help of others.

The advantages at a glance!

› Can be used in wet and dry rooms;
› Ceiling or wall mount keeps the floor clear;
› Easy, smooth, and safe transport;
› Can be expanded individually, numerous components available;
› Electric lift motor;
› 2, 4, 6, or 8 functions controlled via hand switch;
  2 lift/lower, 4 lift/lower/right/left;
  6 lift/lower/right/left/forward/backward;
  8 lift/lower/right/left/forward/backward;
› Spreader bar function;
› Optionally with permanent power supply or charging station;
› Lifting capacity 400 pounds, 600 pounds;
› Spreader bar available.

Spreader bar

The patented “patient positioner” makes it possible to take up and move the patient in a lying or sitting position as needed.

The Horcher UNILIFT system

Any way you want it ...

The individually configurable rail system enables the patient to move independently in all the rooms on a floor. Mounted on a ceiling or wall, the connections are seamless throughout the entire area. Adjustable switches guide the lift onto the different guiderauls. In the traverse system, arresters at the cross points ensure reliable redirection. The safety latches provide optimal protection for the patient.

We plan and install the Original UNILIFT ceiling lift system precisely according to your wishes – applying the highest standards of quality and safety.
UDL – UNILIFT
Lift system without compromise

HORCHER –
A company with tradition
Horcher has been developing and manufacturing patient lifting and bathing systems for more than 15 years. During this time, this family owned company has developed into one of the most respected and innovative companies in its field - worldwide. The constant endeavor to produce safe and technically mature aids for persons with physical limitations and the elderly has made Horcher one of the leading manufacturers. Horcher quality offers safety and confidence in today's state-of-the-art technology. At Horcher, someone is always available to answer your questions. Just give us a call!

UBT -
The transfer cloth
The UNI dual sling lift was developed especially for supine transport. It has a lifting capacity up to 600 pounds and is operated exactly like the Original UNILIFT. The transport cloths are available in various configurations.

Digital scale, suitable for all models.
Makes it easy to determine exact weight!

Your distributor:

We reserve the right to make technical changes. All information is non-binding and, in particular, does not represent any warranted quality.